Frameless laser-guided stereotaxis: A system for CT-monitored neurosurgical interventions.
Since a simple, rapid and accurate stereotactic system allowing CT monitoring would offer the neurosurgeon several advantages, the feasibility and application accuracy of frameless laser-guided freehand point stereotaxis for neurosurgical interventions was studied. A Cartesian coordinate grid mounted upon the far wall of a CT scan room defined a plane. The scanner isocenter defined the origin of a three-dimensional coordinate system. Phantom entry point and target point coordinates were determined by the positional CT cursor. These coordinates were entered into a computer which determined the coordinates of the grid intersection point with a line passing through the entry and target points. A tripod-mounted laser assembly comprising two encased lasers oriented retrograde and antegrade along opposite vectors, was positioned near the grid. The retrograde laser was positioned to illuminate the marked grid intersection point while the antegrade laser simultaneously illuminated the entry point; the beams were thereby aligned along the line of trajectory. The tip of a probe was placed on the entry point; the hub was then moved into the path of the antegrade laser, thereby aligning the probe with the line of trajectory. The probe was then inserted to the target at a trigonometrically calculated distance. Ten consecutive phantom tests averaged 17.5 min. Phantom test application accuracy averaged +/-2 mm at an average insertion distance of 7.1 cm. Phantom tests indicate that simple, rapid and accurate CT-monitored frameless laser-guided freehand point stereotaxis is feasible. Clinical investigation is warranted.